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prescritivos of the time.The present invention is related to a connecting structure for remote controller and a
control device utilizing the connecting structure, and in particular to a connecting structure for a battery cover and
a control device utilizing the connecting structure. Because of an important role of remote control devices in every
time and place, so far there are various remote control devices. Common remote control devices include portable,
palm top, pocket and the like, and most of them have a remote control housing. However, for a remote control
device, the remote control housing must connect to a battery cover in an outdoor environment. Since the remote
control housing is not weather proof, if the remote control housing is connected to the battery cover outside, water
or other corrosive factors may make the battery cover corrode or rust. This may lower the usable life of the battery
cover, and this may even further affect the remote control operation. Thus, a connecting structure for a battery
cover and a control device utilizing the connecting structure is needed.Q: Retrieve access_token in devise in some
case. How? I use devise for authentication. Users will create an account via new.html. I also use some external web
app for some operations on my site. This app is using authentication with Bearer token. One of such cases is when
I want to write to new post in my site. It is an ajax call and auth token is needed for it. I want to retrieve this token
from request headers in my app when I call some controllers in my app. How can I achieve that? A: You can keep
your general approach of using headers for all of your AJAX requests. It's a simple matter to check the headers in
your controllers to see if the token is present. You can define a before_action in your ApplicationController in
your site so that the webapp automatically added access token into the header. class ApplicationController :create
end private def get_access_token # Check for access token and return it
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